WHAT’S IN THIS USER’S GUIDE?

This guide lays out the basics of the Medical Marijuana Use Registry:

- LOGGING IN AND MANAGING YOUR REGISTRY ACCOUNT
- A SPECIAL SECTION JUST FOR CAREGIVERS
- UNDERSTANDING YOUR PROFILE
- WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN REVIEWING YOUR ORDERS
- MANAGING YOUR ONLINE MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE ID CARD

LOGGING IN AND MANAGING YOUR REGISTRY ACCOUNT

“Why is this important?”

Knowing how to log in and manage your Registry account is important because the Registry is where Qualified Ordering Physicians instructs others on how Patients may obtain Low-THC Cannabis, Medical Marijuana or Medical Marijuana Delivery Devices. Being able to access the Registry means you will be able to view your orders and manage your Identification Card application online.

“How do I get started?”

Patient and Caregiver accounts can only be created by your Qualified Ordering Physician. Please remember that all patients must have a profile created for them by their Qualified Ordering Physician.
“How do I know if I have an account?”

For you to get a Registry account, your Qualified Ordering Physician needs to have your email address. If you have never provided it to your Qualified Ordering Physician, you probably do not have an account. If you feel that is the case, your Qualified Ordering Physician can review your profile and confirm. If they see that your email has not been added to your profile, they can add it easily.

If you know that your Qualified Ordering Physician has supplied your email address to your profile in the Registry, check your email inbox for an invitation to log in for the first time. The email will look like this:

When your Qualified Ordering Physician saves your email address to your profile, the Registry will send you an email automatically, along with another email that will contain your temporary password.

“I do not have that password email anymore!”

or...

“I forgot my password!”

If your Qualified Ordering Physician put in your email address to your profile, you can request a new temporary password by using your email address. (See Page 3)
Using your web browser, navigate to the Registry (https://mmuregistry.flhealth.gov/) and click LOGIN in the top menu bar.

Just below the LOGIN button, you will see a link titled “Forgot Password?”

You will be asked to supply your username. Enter your username and click on SUBMIT.
“I do not know my username!”
Your username will always be the email address that your Qualified Ordering Physician put in your profile.

“What’s next?”
Once you have submitted your username, the Registry will email you a temporary password to the email address associated with your profile. That password is only valid for one login attempt and must be used within 24 hours – as soon as you log in, you will be asked to reset your password to something else. Password requirements can be found on page 5.

“I received a ‘this login was not found’ message from the Registry. What do I do?”
First, check your spelling and capitalization of the email you supplied. It should be the same as what the Qualified Ordering Physician entered (usernames are case sensitive). If you still do not get a match, it is possible that the Qualified Ordering Physician mistyped the email address, or perhaps they haven’t supplied it to your profile yet. Please contact your Qualified Ordering Physician to resolve this.

“I never received the email after submitting my username…”
If the system did not say “This login was not found.” and you still did not get an email from the Registry, please check your Spam and Junk folders in your email inbox – sometimes emails generated by the Registry are intercepted there. If you find it was caught by your Junk filter, this would be a good time to adjust your settings and put the Registry’s email address on your “safe-sender list” – the Registry will be emailing you important information, such as your Medical Marijuana Use Registry ID Card application information. Emails generated by the Registry will come from MedicalMarijuanaUse@FLHealth.gov

“I’m able to log in, but I want to change my password!”
Once you are logged in, you will see a “Change Password” link in the menu bar at the top. Clicking it will take you to where you can change it. (See Page 5)
This page is where you will change your password:

The information in the Registry is confidential, so you will need to use a secure password that has all of the following:

- Is at least 10 characters long
- Has at least one uppercase letter (A B C etc)
- Has at least one lowercase letter (a b c etc)
- Uses a “special character” like ‘#&*()%$&?/’
- Has at least one number (1 2 3 etc)

“I want to use a different email address instead of what my Qualified Ordering Physician put on my profile…”

To change your email address, you will need to visit your profile, and update it. (See Page 6)
To visit your profile, click the link in the menu bar titled YOUR PROFILE:

![Profile Page](image)

You will be taken to your profile page.
Next, click the button near the bottom titled “Manage Profile Details”. The page will change to allow you to edit certain fields:
Click in the email address field, put in your new email address, and select “Save Your Changes.”

You will be asked if you really want to make this change.
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**Be careful, and confirm it is right!** Entering an invalid email address, may cause you to temporarily lose access to the Registry!

Email addresses **must** be unique for each user, you cannot share an email address with another person in the Registry.

“Now what?”

Now you use this new email address as your username when you need to log in again.

Whenever you change your email address, you will be asked to reset your password the next time you log in, to protect your privacy.
A SPECIAL SECTION JUST FOR CAREGIVERS:

As a Caregiver, you can not only manage your own account, but also the account for the patient(s) for which you are a Caregiver. If you would like to manage your profile, and the profile of the patients you represent, make sure the Qualified Ordering Physician supplies your email to your Caregiver account. Caregivers can add a different email address to a patient that does not have one, if you want them to be able to log in on their own.

“I want to be someone’s caregiver.”

Florida law states that a caregiver must:

1. Not be a Qualified Ordering Physician and not be employed by or have an economic interest in a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center or a marijuana testing laboratory.
2. Be 21 years of age or older and a resident of the state of Florida.
3. Agree in writing to assist with the qualified patient’s medical use of marijuana.
4. Be registered in the Medical Marijuana Use Registry.

A qualified patient may designate no more than one caregiver to assist with the qualified patient’s medical use of marijuana, unless:

1. The qualified patient is a minor and the designated caregivers are parents or legal guardians of the qualified patient.
2. The qualified patient is an adult who has an intellectual or developmental disability that prevents the patient from being able to protect or care for himself or herself without assistance or supervision and the designated caregivers are the parents or legal guardians of the qualified patient.
3. The qualified patient is admitted to a hospice program.

A Caregiver may be registered in the Medical Marijuana Use Registry as a designated Caregiver for no more than one qualified patient, unless:

1. The Caregiver is a parent or legal guardian of more than one minor who is a qualified patient.
2. The Caregiver is a parent or legal guardian of more than one adult who is a qualified patient and who has an intellectual or developmental disability that prevents the patient from being able to protect or care for himself or herself without assistance or supervision.
3. All qualified patients the Caregiver has agreed to assist are admitted to a hospice program and have requested the assistance of that caregiver with the medical use of marijuana; the Caregiver is an employee of the hospice; and the Caregiver provides personal care or other services directly to clients of the hospice in the scope of that employment.
Who added this photo to my application(s)?

You may have noticed that when you visited your online application, that there is an ID photo already present. This is because the Registry is linked with the Florida Driver’s License and State ID Card system. The Registry will check for a match of your Social Security Number and date of birth and your photo will be supplied if a match is found. This way, you do not have to worry about getting one uploaded.

If the photo is missing or seems wrong, speak with your physician to make sure they entered your SSN and DOB correctly.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR PROFILE

Your Profile contains:

- Your name and date of birth
- A unique patient ID number
- Your phone number
- Your email address (which is also your username)
- Your weight and gender
- Your address information
- If you have an approved Medical Marijuana Use Registry ID Card, you will see
  - The photo that is on your card
  - A unique card identifier number for Law Enforcement
  - How long you have until the card expires
- If application has not been approved yet, you will see
  - A blank photo placeholder
  - A notification that your Card Application is not complete

The next page shows you what your Profile looks like when you are first provided with an account and have not been approved for an ID Card.
This is what your profile looks like when you are first provided a Registry account:

If you have a caregiver associated to you, you will see them listed at the bottom:
“Something on my profile is not right. I want to fix it.”

To edit your profile, click “Manage Profile Details” near the bottom of your profile. You will be directed to a page where you can make changes.

Changing parts of your profile:

There are three types of changes that can be made to your Profile:

- Things only your Qualified Ordering Physician can change:
  - Your name
  - Your date of birth
  - Your weight
  - Your gender
  - The name of your Caregiver
- Things you can change without needing a new ID Card
  - Your phone number
  - Your email address
- Things that you can change that will require a new ID card:
  - Your address information (Address Line 1 through ZIP Code)

Your patient ID number cannot be changed.
“The Qualified Ordering Physician got my name/DOB/weight/gender wrong.”

Your Qualified Ordering Physician must correct these errors. Contact them to arrange to have your profile corrected.

If your demographic information is incorrect, law enforcement officials and MMTC employees may not be able to verify you in the Registry.

Also, incorrect demographic information may complicate your experience getting an ID Card and may cause delays in receiving dispensations from a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center.

“I do not see my caregiver under my profile.”

Your Qualified Ordering Physician is responsible for adding your caregiver to your profile. If your caregiver is not yet associated with your profile, they will not be able to apply for an identification card until your Qualified Ordering Physician includes them.

“I’m a caregiver, but do not see my patient as a choice in the menu.”

The Patient’s Qualified Ordering Physician needs link your Caregiver account to the Patient’s account that you represent.
Florida law requires that your Qualified Ordering Physician place Orders in a specific format. They are organized using this structure:

Remember, if you do not understand your orders, your Qualified Ordering Physician or staff at a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center will be able to help.
Here are some of the requirements that direct how Orders are organized:

- Orders must exist within a physician certification
  - Each Physician Certification must have a fixed start date and a fixed end date
  - Orders can only be placed within that date range
  - The longest any single Certification can last is 210 days
  - Your Qualified Ordering Physician can have one open Certification (for now) and one scheduled Certification (for later) in a Patient profile at any one time
  - Certifications cannot overlap

- Note: Patients, Caregivers, and MMTC staff cannot view certifications.
- Each Physician Certification can contain up to three Orders
- Each Order has its own start date within the Certification
  - You will not be able to obtain Products for an Order until the start date. Before the start date, the Order is listed as “Scheduled”
- Each Order also has an end date
  - After the end date, the Order is listed as Closed or Expired. You won’t be able to obtain Products after the end date.
- Orders cannot overlap.
- Each order also can have up to four different Routes – 2 Low-THC Cannabis and 2 Medical Marijuana. Routes are the method by which the Product is delivered, such as inhalation, topical, or oral
- Each Route can have its own unique amount per dose, and doses per day
  - The Registry uses this information to calculate how many milligrams of Product you have been authorized by a Qualified Ordering Physician to obtain from a Medical Marijuana Treatment Center.

On the next page, you can see what an example order looks like to a patient, or their caregiver.
When you first arrive at your profile, you will see your Orders dashboard under your demographics:

Here, you can see that this patient has two Orders, one that starts on the 15th of November, and another that starts on the 1st of December. This also shows how many days each Order is live where the Patient can obtain Products.

The Order also says that this person can purchase a Delivery Device.

If you click the name of the Qualified Ordering Physician, you will be directed to a page where you can see their phone number, address, and other information.

Click anywhere else on the row for an order, and it will expand to show you much more information about your order. (See following page)
When you expand the Order, you can see much more information. You can click each tab to view the different Routes that the Qualified Ordering Physician has placed an Order for. For each Order, you can see:

- The Route
- The amount per dose
- The number of doses per day the Qualified Ordering Physician recommended
- Any special notes from the Qualified Ordering Physician
- And lastly, a history of all the Dispensations you have ever received for this part of the Order.

“How can I tell what I’m able to have?”

Expand your Order and click through the tabs to browse your orders.

Remember: you can only obtain Products for orders that have the status of Open.

“How much is left for me to obtain in my Order?”

In each tab, you can see the amount remaining in your Order history listing.
“Some of my orders say they’re completed or expired... what’s that?”

When you have obtained all the Products that the Order allows for, it is marked as Complete. When the end date of an Order occurs, it is flagged as Expired. In both cases, you cannot obtain Products for that Order any longer.

“My Order is not right, or is not an effective treatment.”

Your Qualified Ordering Physician can edit or update any order in your list. Reach out to them for help.

“Can I get Products without an order?”

No. Any person that provides you with Low-THC Cannabis or Medical Marijuana Products when you do not have an open Order may be violating the law.

“It looks like an MMTC recorded one of my dispensations wrong!”

When you obtain Products, the Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers are required to record how much they have dispensed for you in the Registry.

If you feel they have made a mistake, please contact them and they can make a correction to the record.

“There’s a little note in red text for one of my Dispensations. What’s that?”

When a MMTC records a correction (see the previous question), they must supply a reason for the change. The reason they supply shows in red text in your Dispensation History.

MANAGING YOUR ONLINE MEDICAL MARIJUANA USE ID CARD

Florida law requires that you obtain a Medical Marijuana Use ID Card from the Department of Health in order to obtain Products from an MMTC.

While you are invited to mail in a pen-and-paper ID Card application, the Registry makes it easy to get your card quickly.
“How do I get started?”

When your Qualified Ordering Physician initially created your account, the Registry automatically started your first identification card application. You can visit it from the link in the menu bar titled YOUR CARD.

“How is my application laid out for me?”

Your card application has 6 parts:

- Your photo
- Your address and other basic information
- Your proof of residence
- Your payment
- The date the card was printed
- A place for you to sign electronically

Your online application has 6 parts. The top has your photo and demographic information:

![Card Application Layout](image_url)
Below that is a place for you to supply your proof of residence and sections for when your payment was processed and when your card was printed:

...and at the very bottom is where you sign online for your application:
“So, what do I need to do?”

Some of the application is for you to supply, and some of it is completed by the Office of Medical Marijuana Use. You are responsible for:

- **Your photo**
  - The Registry is connected to the Division of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicle’s State ID system. It looks at your information that your Qualified Ordering Physician provided – if there’s a match, your State ID or Driver’s License photo is automatically added to your application. You can replace it with another photo, if you wish – but it must meet the statutory requirements. If the photo does not meet statutory requirements, your application will not be approved. Click “Photo Requirements” for more information.
  - You can upload your photo using the button titled Choose File. If you already have a photo brought over from your Driver’s License/State ID Card, you can use that and move on to the rest of your Application.
  - Uploading a photo will replace any existing one. If the existing one was approved, and you replace it, you will have to wait for the new photo to be approved.
    - If the new photo is going into a previously-approved Application, a fee may apply.
- **Your address and other basic information**
  - Sometimes, Qualified Ordering Physicians put in old or incorrect information. Review this section carefully because a fee may be required, if a new card needs to be printed later.
- **Your proof of residence**
  - You will need to upload this. If you need more than one file, you can add as many as you need.
  - If you are applying for a Caregiver ID card, you need to supply a **proof of representation** instead of a proof of residence.
- **A place for you to sign electronically.**
  - You will only be able to sign once you have completed your part of the Application.
  - Type your name into the signature fields exactly as it is listed in the upper-right of the Registry.

If you mailed in your payment, the OMMU will supply the payment record when your payment is processed, and will supply a printed date when your card is printed. They will also mark the application as approved when it meets legal requirements.

“Can I pay online instead of mailing in payment?”

To submit a payment online, click the button titled “Click Here to go Pay Online”. A new window will pop up containing the Bill2Pay interface, where you can supply your payment details. Payments by e-check and credit card are accepted. **A $2.75 convenience fee applies to each online payment.**

When you have finished paying online, go back to the Registry - when you reload your Online Application, it will update with your payment status.
“Can I submit a partial payment and pay the rest later?”

The OMMU can only accept full payments, both by-mail and electronically.

“How can I know what the status of my mailed-in payment is?”

Once the OMMU receives and processes your payment, the Registry will be updated, so you can follow along. If your mailed-in payment fails or is rejected, the OMMU will note this in the Registry, so you may resubmit payment.

“How do I know the status of my application?”

You can log in and visit your application page at any time. Each part you submit can be individually reviewed by the OMMU, so when they approve or reject something, you can see it online. If you do not know why something was rejected, there are always comments listed below the section.

If your photo, proof of residence, or other information has an issue, the OMMU will mark it as ‘rejected’, and you will be emailed about it right away, so you can fix it quickly. You will also see onscreen any rejected items. Simply resupply them to get back on track towards getting your card.

When your card application is fully approved, you will get an email that will serve as your temporary ID Card. You can use this email to obtain your orders while you wait for your physical card to arrive in the mail.

“How long is my card good for?”

Florida law states that your card must be renewed every year.

“It says I should renew soon, how do I do that?”

In your online application, below your address information, there’s a button named “Renew My Application”. This starts the application over again. If your previous card is still valid, this will not affect your ability to obtain Products.

“I want to update my card.”

You can start a renewal of your application any time you wish. A new processing fee will be needed for any new card printed.